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Abstract—A key challenge to low-latency wireless video stream-
ing, where persistent retransmission is impractical, is error
control. While SP-frame adaptation of H.264 has potential to
mitigate error propagation, streaming server is often either
situated too far to react in a timely fashion to client feedbacks,
or too computationally constrained to perform the necessarily
complex adaptation simultaneously for multiple clients in dif-
ferent sessions. In this paper, we present an innovative error
control mechanism using SP-frames of H.264 and performed
by a network intermediary for video streaming to a wireless
client. Using an intermediary means it is more responsive to
client feedbacks due to its close proximity, and it can offload
computation complexity from the streaming server. Simulation
shows that about 2 dB improvement in PSNR is achievable for
video streaming with low latency requirements over traditional
schemes using I and P-frames only.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Maintaining the quality of low-latency streaming video is
challenging due to the large bandwidth usage and the strict
requirement of continually delivering video frames on time.
Even more difficult is low-latency streaming over wireless
cellular networks, where rampant packet losses and consid-
erable transmission delays further exacerbate the problemof
error control. In such demanding streaming scenarios, only
a small number of retransmissions are possible to recover a
portion of lost packets. Schemes using forward error correc-
tion (FEC) incur additional channel encoding and decoding
latency; moreover, for burst loss channels, significant inter-
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Fig. 1. Modern streaming systems employ intermediaries to improve
scalability and reliability for large number of users.

leaving is necessary to de-correlate channel losses for FECto
be effective, further increasing the end-to-end delivery delay.

At the application layer, one promising error control tech-
nique for H.264 video is the use ofSP-frame[1], where a
pictureFi can be identically reconstructed using only one of
two encoded versions of SP-frame (primary and secondary),
each predictively encoded using a different past frame (com-
monly previous frameFi−1 and a further back frameFi−δ) as
reference. Error propagation at the client can be mitigatedif
either primary or secondary SP-frame is decoded on time. For
a server to effectively utilize this feature, however, it must: i)
react to losses reported by the client in a timely fashion; and,
ii) to construct and send secondary SP-frames in real-time
based on client feedbacks. The first task is difficult due to the
large round trip delay in our wireless scenario, and the second
is not always possible if the server needs to simultaneously
serve multiple streaming clients in different sessions.

In a separate development, modern streaming systems are
employing intermediaries [2] between servers and clients,as
depicted in Fig. 1, to perform functions such as stream caching
and relaying to improve streaming reliability and scalability.
For wireless streaming, we have shown in our earlier work [3]
that one such intermediary, theStreaming Agent (SA), located
at the junction of wired network and a wireless link, can
effectively exploit any excess bandwidth in either sub-path to
reduce loss rate. See Fig.2 for an illustration.

The SA is an ideal candidate to perform aforementioned
SP-frame adaptation: i) its close proximity to the wireless
client means it can respond in a more timely fashion to client
feedbacks; and, ii) its real-time construction of secondary SP-
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Fig. 2. A Streaming Agent can perform different number of retransmissions
depending on bandwidth and delay of each sub-path.



frames means it offloads computational complexity from the
server. Moreover, deploying SA as an intermediary means one
can exploit fully the available bandwidth in wired network (cA)
and wireless link (cB), while a simple server-client connection
can only transmit at the minimum ratemin(cA, cB).

In this paper, we propose a novel low-latency error control
scheme using SP-frames of H.264 and performed by SA for
wireless video streaming system. Specifically, we considera
streaming scenario where SA performs streaming optimization
to dynamically decide whether to employ SP-frame adaptation,
perform limited retransmission, or simply ignore packet losses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
a discussion on related works in Section II, followed by an
overview of our scheme in Section III. Associated optimiza-
tion using SA is discussed in Section IV. Simulations and
conclusions are given in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

Many video source coding techniques for improved error
resilience is compatible with low-latency streaming. In partic-
ular, H.264 provides the Flexible Macroblock Order (FMO)
and Arbitrary Slice Order (ASO) for error resilience [4].
These techniques attempt to limit error propagationwithin a
frame, and cannot limit error propagation from frame to frame.
Reference Picture Selection is another feature of H.263v2 and
H.264 that can effectively stop temporal error propagation,
but requires a live encoder and is not applicable to stored
or pre-encoded content. Multiple description coding schemes
are compatible with low-latency and burst loss channel only
with the use of multiple disjoint delivery paths [5]. In this
paper, our focus is on using SP-frames to control temporal
error propagation; it is compatible with features such as FMO
and ASO and applicable to stored content delivered over a
single burst loss channel.

For SP-frames, most existing works focus on jointly se-
lecting the many quantization parameters associated with
primary and secondary SP-frames to optimize rate-distortion
performance, and are not directly related to error resilience. In
our earlier work [6] on using SP-frames for error resilience, we
limit our consideration to the case of server-to-client transmis-
sion without involving a network intermediary, and only under
moderate delay constraints of about one second. In this paper,
we extend the earlier results to the more challenging scenario
where delay constraint is more tight, and the intermediary,
unlike the server, does not have access to the entire contentat
any time, and cannot transmit packets beforehand.

Works on network intermediaries [2], including our earlier
work on Streaming Agent [3], focus on demonstrating the
benefits of such entities using media agnostic channel coding
or retransmission schemes. In contrast, our current work focus
on a specific usage of such intermediaries in a fashion that is
tightly coupled with the characteristics of SP-frames.

III. OVERVIEW: USING SP-FRAMES FORLOW-LATENCY

ERROR CONTROL

An overview of our scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3. A
streaming server transmits video frames in sequence, with

suitable number of retransmissions given each frame’s play-
back deadline. Each frame arriving at an intermediary at a
later time, and at a client at a yet later time. The low-latency
client will display each video frame shortly after reception
and discard frames that arrive past their display deadlines.
Server uses video source with periodic (period∆) video
frames coded using primary SP-frames (shown in green). A
key characteristic of primary SP-frames is that each allowsthe
construction of a secondary SP-frame (shown in blue) that can
perfectlyreconstruct the same picture as the primary SP-frame,
but from a different reference frame [1]. When irrecoverable
packet losses (shown in red) occur in the intermediary-to-client
sub-path, e.g., due to an expired deadline, the intermediary can
wait for the arrival of the next primary SP-frame from server,
then constructs and transmits the corresponding secondarySP-
frame in place of the original primary SP-frame to the clientto
prevent error propagation. In our example, the intermediary is
aware of the loss of frame2 and3 at the client and constructs
and transmits the secondary SP-frame4 that references the
correctly received frame1 instead of the primary SP-frame4.
A client can then repair its state with the secondary SP-frame
4, and the intermediary reverts back to normal operation.

Similarly, if a packet expires its client playback deadline
in the server-to-intermediary sub-path, the intermediarycan
also wait for the next SP-frame, then construct and send the
corresponding secondary SP-frame to the client to restore
decoding state. In the example of Fig. 3, before encoding a
secondary SP-frame, the target frame4 needs to be correctly
reconstructed, which requires reception and decoding of the
first four frames. Nevertheless, for the purpose of constructing
the secondary SP-frame, it is only necessary that all four
frames are delivered by the deadline of frame4, even though
they may individually be too late for display purpose. This
allows extra time for retransmissions of lost packets on the
server-to-intermediary sub-path: frame1 to 4 only need to
arrive by deadline of frame4 for construction of secondary
SP-frame4.
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Fig. 3. On demand construction of secondary SP-frames is a low-latency
error control mechanism to limit error propagation. The scheme is shown
being performed in a network intermediary from stored compressed video.
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of assumed source model with size of video
frames represented in number of packetsh.

The key benefits of the scheme includes: (1) low-latency, as
minimal retransmissions and no interleaving are involved,(2)
efficient elimination of error propagation due to late arriving
frames, and (3) bandwidth efficiency. Even though a secondary
SP-frame can be large, it is transmitted only on demand when
losses occur, and can be smaller than the sum sizes of frames
needed to repair decoder state (frames 2, 3 and 4 in Fig. 3).
On the negative side, the lost frames (frames 2 and 3) remains
corrupted, and the use of primary SP-frames adds a minor
bit-rate overhead. In the remaining sections, we evaluate the
balance of the pros and cons in a streaming scenario involving
a streaming agent, where limited retransmission is performed
between the two sub-paths given a delay constraint.

IV. SA-BASED OPTIMIZED STREAMING USING

SP-FRAMES

In our system in Fig.3, little intelligence is assumed for the
streaming server or client besides the ability to initiate and
respond to retransmission requests. The server simply streams
video frames according to their presentation time, and the
task of deciding whether and when to construct secondary
SP-frames, and from which reference frame, is determined
by our network intermediary—the Streaming Agent. A high-
level overview of our scheme is already given in the previous
section. In this section, we further discuss how to perform
optimized streaming at the Streaming Agent. We will discuss
the network and source models assumed in this paper, intro-
duce relevant notations and show how appropriate objective
functions can be computed, and optimization performed. In
particular, we will discuss how to perform an offline op-
timization to determine primary frame frequency∆ in the
video source before streaming commences in Section IV-C,
and how to perform online optimization to decide when and
how secondary SP frame should be used in Section IV-D.
Simulation results using these assumptions and optimization
will be presented later in Section V.

A. Source Model for SP-Frames

We assume a constant-frame-rate video source ofN frames,
F0, . . . FN−1, whereF0 is intra-coded, and framesF∆, F2∆,
and so forth are coded using SP-frame, and the rest are coded
using P-frames. Frames

{

Fj∆+1, . . . , F(j+1)∆

}

are referred to
as groupj. Compressed frame ofFi is broken intohi packets,
each of which is no larger than a givenMTU bytes.Fi must
be delivered to the client by playback deadlineTi; we assume
streaming session starts at time0. The number of packets for
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Fig. 5. Gilbert Loss Model

the secondary SP-frameF(j+1)∆ of groupj usingF(j+1)∆−δj

as reference is denoted byh(j+1)∆,(j+1)∆−δj
. Fig.4 shows an

example of our source model with∆ = 4 andδ = 2.

B. Network Model & Basic Definitions

We first assume wired network and wireless link have
average bandwidthcA andcB and average forward-trip delay
dA and dB , respectively.cA can be obtained, for example,
using an equation-based congestion avoidance algorithm called
TCP-friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [7] based on observable
end-to-end wired network statistics;cB can be obtained during
wireless session negotiation and setup between base-station
and the wireless client [8]. We will use subscriptA and
B on various quantities throughout to denote wired network
and wireless link, respectively. Given bandwidthcA (cB), a
transmission durationt maps to an integer number oftrans-
mission opportunitiesoA(t) (oB(t)) for fixed packet sizeu;
more precisely, the numbers of packets that can be transmitted
across the wired network and wireless link in durationt are
respectively:

oA(t) =

—

cA(t − dA)

u

�

oB(t) =

—

cB(t − dB)

u

�

(1)

Figure 2 illustrates the typical case where the wired network
has larger bandwidth (cA > cB) and smaller transmission
delay (dA < dB) than the wireless counterpart. In the sim-
ulation experiment, each packet experiences independent and
identically distributed (iid) random variable delaysγA andγB

in wired network and wireless link respectively, each with its
own shifted Gamma distributionΓA(γA) andΓB(γB).

We model the loss process in each of the wired network
and wireless link as a discrete-time two-state Markov model
(Gilbert model), with parameters(pA, qA) and (pB, qB) re-
spectively. See Figure 5 for an illustration, where state 0 (1)
implies a successfully (unsuccessfully) delivered packet.

Given a Gilbert model with parametersp and q, we can
define the following definitions as done in [6]. Letp(i), i ≥ 0,
be the probability of havingexactly i consecutive correctly
delivered packets between two lost packets, following an
observed lost packet, i.e.,p(i) = Pr(0i1|1). Let P (i) be
the probability of havingat least i consecutive correctly
delivered packets, following an observed lost packet, i.e.,
P (i) = Pr(0i|1). p(i) andP (i) can be written as:



p(i) =



1 − q if i = 0
q(1 − p)i−1p o.w.

(2)

P (i) =



1 if i = 0
q(1 − p)i−1 o.w.

(3)

q(i) andQ(i) are complementarily defined functions;q(i) =
Pr(1i0|0) andQ(i) = Pr(1i|0).

We next defineR(m, n) as the probability that there are
exactly m lost packets inn packets, following an observed
lost packet. It can be expressed recursively as:

R(m, n) =

8

>

<

>

:

P (n) for m = 0 and n ≥ 0
n−m
X

i=0

p(i)R(m − 1, n − i − 1) for 1 ≤ m ≤ n

(4)

We additionally definer(m, n) as the probability that there
are exactly m loss packets inn packetsbetweentwo lost
packets, following an observed lost packet.r(m, n) can be
similarly expressed recursively. Finally, we definer̄(m, n) as
the probability that there areexactly m lost packets inn

packets, following an observed lost packet and preceding a
successfully received packet:

r̄(m, n) = R(m, n) − r(m, n) (5)

As counterpart toR(m, n), S(m, n) is the probability that
there areexactlym received packets inn packets, following
an observed received packet.s(m, n) and s̄(m, n) are similar
counterparts tor(m, n) and r̄(m, n). Definitions ofS(m, n),
s(m, n) and s̄(m, n) are identical to their respective counter-
parts, withQ(n) andq(n) in place ofP (n) andp(n).

C. Offline Optimization

We use offline optimization to determine the optimal pri-
mary SP-frame frequency∆. We first describe the objective
function used, then the algorithm to find the optimal∆.

1) Objective Function:Suppose we fix the set of frames
in the sequence we will senda priori: for each SP-frame, we
select one of either primary or secondary version for fixed
∆; for P-frames, we forgo P-frames that a selected secondary
frame references over (for example,F3 for selected secondary
F4 in Fig. 4). Let Di be the successfuldecodingprobability
of Fi. Selected frames leads to a set of∆ and δj ’s, and the
offline objective valueVoff , the expected number of timely
decoded frames at the client, can be written as:

Voff = D0 +

⌊N
∆ ⌋−1
X

j=0

0

@

∆−δj
X

i=1

Dj∆+i + D(j+1)∆

1

A (6)

Let Li be the successfultimely deliveryprobability of Fi.
Di andLi bear the following relation:

Di =

8

<

:

Li if Fi is I-frame
LiDi−1 if Fi is P-frame or primary SP
LiDi−δ if Fi is secondary SP

(7)

For the first I-frame,F1 is successfully decoded iff it is
correctly delivered from server to SA in exactlyn packet

transmissions, then correctly delivered from SA to client in
remaining durationT1 − o−1

A (n), whereo−1
A (n) = nu

cA
+ dA,

for 0 ≤ n ≤ oA(T1). We can write:

L1 =

oA(T1)
X

n=1

L1,A(n) L1,B(oB

“

T1 − o−1
A

(n)
”

)

L1,A(n) = πAr̄A(n − h0, n − 1) + (1 − πA)sA(h0 − 1, n − 1)

L1,B(m) =

m−h0
X

k=0

πBRB(k, m) + (1 − πB)SB(h0 + k, m) (8)

where L1,A(n) is the probability ofF1 being successfully
delivered from server to SA inexactly n opportunities, and
L1,B(m) is the probability ofF1 being correctly delivered
from SA to client inat mostm opportunities.

For P-frame or primary SP-frameFi, i ≥ 1, the calculation
of Li is more involved, due to uncertainty in the duration
required for the successful delivery of previous framesF1 to
Fi−1. Let Pi(φ) be the probability that durationφ is available
for Fi, i.e., server can begin transmission ofFi at timeTi −φ

upon completing delivery ofF1 to Fi−1 to SA. Similarly, let
Qi(ζ) be the probability that SA can begin transmission ofFi

at timeTi − ζ upon completing delivery ofF1 to Fi−1 to the
client. Li can then be analyzed as follows. Suppose duration
φ is available to deliverFi from server to client. If it takes
n opportunities to sendhi packets from server to SA—with
probabilityLi,A(n), that would leave durationφ− o−1

A (n) for
SA to sendFi to client. UponFi’s arrival at SA, there are two
cases: i) SA is ready and waiting at timeTi−(φ−o−1

A (n)), in
which case the full durationφ−o−1

A (n) is available for delivery
of Fi from SA to client, or, ii) SA is still busy sending previous
frames, in which case an even smaller duration is available for
delivery of Fi. We can now writeLi as follows:

Li =

Z

Ti

0

Pi(φ)

oA(φ)
X

n=1

Li,A(n)
h

Li,B

“

oB

“

φ − o
−1
A (n)

””

∗

Z

Ti

φ−o
−1
A

(n)

Qi(ζ)dζ +

Z

φ−o
−1
A

(n)

0

Qi(ζ) Li,B(oB(ζ)) dζ

#

dφ

(9)

In contrast,Li,A(n) andLi,B(n) are simpler because trans-
mission of Fi at server and at SA always starts when the
delivery of Fi−1 is just successfully completed. That means
the last packet transmitted forFi−1 is successful, and hence
the channel is in good state0:

Li,A(n) = sA(hi − 1, n − 1)

Li,B(n) =

n−hi
X

j=0

SB(hi + j, n) (10)

The crux is in evaluatingPi(φ) andQi(ζ) for Fi. Similarly
done in [6], we approximate them as discrete functions:
Pi[n] = Pi(

nu
cA

) and Qi[m] = Qi(
mu
cB

), for n, m ∈ I.
In words, Pi[n] (Qi[m]) is the probability that there aren
(m) transmission opportunities forFi from server (from SA)
to client. We calculatePi[n] from previousFi−1’s Pi−1[n].
First, Fi receives fresh transmission opportunities ofxi =



oA(Ti − Ti−1 + dA) relative toFi−1 due to its later playback
deadline.dA is added to avoid double counting transmission
delay. Second,Fi inherits opportunities not expended by the
delivery of Fi−1. More precisely,Fi will receive n leftover
opportunities ifFi−1 uses onlyk−n attempts forhi−1 packets
out of a budget ofk opportunities. Summing this for all budget
sizes, we get:

P0[n] =



1 if n = oA(T0)
0 o.w.

P̂i[n + xi] =
X

k

Pi−1[k] sA(hi−1 − 1, k − n − 1)

Pi[n] =
1

P̄i

P̂i[n] (11)

whereP̄i =
∑

n P̂i[n] is needed for normalization.
Qi[m] can be derived similarly. Fresh transmission oppor-

tunities yi = oB(Ti − Ti−1 + dB) is added for the delivery
of Fi relative toFi−1. If delivery of Fi−1 from server to SA
is completed by timeTi−1 − o−1

A (n), then durationo−1
A (n)

is available for SA to deliverFi−1 to client. Again, there are
two cases: i)Q(1)

i (n, m)’s: SA is ready and waiting at time
Ti−1 − o−1

A (n), or, ii) Q
(2)
i (n, m)’s: SA is still busy sending

previous frames. Considering both cases, we can write:

Q0[m] =



1 if m = oB(T0)
0 o.w.

Q̂i[m + yi] =
X

n

Pi[n + xi]

»

Q
(1)
i

(n, m) + Q
(2)
i

(n, m)

–

Q
(1)
i

(n, m) = sB

“

hi−1 − 1, oB

“

o
−1
A

(n)
”

− m − 1
”

∗

oB(Ti−1)
X

k=oB

“

o
−1
A

(n)
”

Qi−1[k]

Q
(2)
i

(n, m) =

oB

“

o
−1
A

(n)
”

−1
X

k=0

Qi−1[k] sB(hi−1 − 1, k − m − 1)

Qi[m] =
1

Q̄i

Q̂i[m] (12)

Given Pi[n] andQi[m], we can rewrite (9) more simply:

Li =

oA(Ti)
X

k=0

Pi[k]
k

X

n=1

Li,A(n)
h

Li,B

“

oB

“

o−1
A

(k − n)
””

∗

oB(Ti)
X

m=oB

“

o
−1
A

(k−n)
”

Qi[m] +

oB

“

o
−1
A

(k−n)
”

−1
X

m=0

Qi[m]Li,B(m)

3

7

7

5

(13)

Given δj ’s, L(j+1)∆ for secondary SP-frameF(j+1)∆ of
group j is similarly calculated with the following modifica-
tions:

• P(j+1)∆ derives fromP(j+1)∆−δj
instead ofP(j+1)∆−1.

• P(j+1)∆ receives fresh opportunities oA(T(j+1)∆ −
T(j+1)∆−δj

+ dA).
• Transmission payload from server to SA forF(j+1)∆ — hi in

Li,A(n) of (10) — is
P(j+1)∆

k=j∆−δj
hk.

• Q(j+1)∆ derives fromQ(j+1)∆−δ instead ofQ(j+1)∆.
• Q(j+1)∆ receives fresh opportunities oB(T(j+1)∆ −

T(j+1)∆−δj
+ dB).

• Transmission payload from SA to client forF(j+1)∆ — hi in
Li,B(n) of (10) — is h(j+1)∆,(j+1)∆−δj

.

The payload changes reflect, respectively, the combined size
of P-frames and primary SP-frame needed from server to SA
before secondary SP-frame construction, and the size of the
secondary SP-frame from SA to client.

2) Optimization Procedure:Having described the evalua-
tion of objective (6), for a given∆, we find the locally optimal
set ofδj ’s that maximizesVoff by adjusting oneδj at a time,
until the set converges. We compare the resulting objective
value with other values obtained using other∆ settings. The
optimal∆ is simply one with a corresponding set ofδj ’s that
maximizes (6).

D. Online Optimization

Unlike the offline optimization, the online optimization
needs to be simple and efficient enough to be performed in
real-time by SA. As such, both the objective function and the
algorithm are essentially simplified versions of their offline
counterparts.

1) Objective Function:SupposeFj∆+i, i < ∆, has just
arrived at SA at timeτ . The online objective function we chose
is the expected number of timely decoded frames at the client
for the remaining frames in this group:Fj∆+i, . . . , F(j+1)∆.
Depending on the value ofδj , the objective is evaluated one of
two ways: if i ≤ (j +1)∆− δj, thenFj∆+i up toF(j+1)∆−δj

P-frames and secondary SP-frameF(j+1)∆ are included in this
sub-group. Otherwise, only SP-frameF(j+1)∆ is included. We
write the objectiveVon:

Von =

8

>

<

>

:

∆−δj
X

k=i

Dj∆+k + D(j+1)∆(δj) if i ≤ (j + 1)∆ − δj

D(j+1)∆(δj) o.w.

(14)

whereDi and Li are related as in (7).Da(b) is the timely
decoded probability of SP-framea if Fa−b is used as a
reference. Timely delivery probabilityLi is defined as follows:

Lk =

8

>

>

>

>

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

:

oB(Tk−τ)−hk
X

m=0

SB(hk + m, oB(Tk − τ)) if k = i

X

n

Θk[n]

n−hk
X

m=0

SB(hk + m, n) o.w.

(15)

whereΘk[m] can be updated fromΘk[m − 1] in a similar
way as (11).

2) Optimization Procedure:The online optimization is
simply to determineδj that would maximizeVon. If δj ≤
(j + 1)∆ − i, then we sendFj∆+i as usual. Otherwise, we
wait to construct and transmit secondary SP-frameF(j+1)∆

after framesF(j+1)∆−δj
up toF(j+1)∆ are all received at SA.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results using network
topology of Fig.3 and optimization in Section IV. Our simu-
lation results are divided into three parts. First, we look at the
analytical performance trade-off of using different values of
∆. This is useful as part of an offline algorithm to determine
∆ for encoding video content. Second, we look at simulation
scenarios where the delay tolerance is medium (700ms to



TABLE I
NETWORK PARAMETERS FORSIMULATION

Wired Network Wireless Link
(pA, qA) (0.025087, 0.3333) (pA, qA) (0.027778, 0.25)

κA 20ms κB 60ms
(αA, λA) (2, 0.1) (αB , λB) (4, 0.2)
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Fig. 6. Offline Optimization forsean for different Combinations of Wired
/ Wireless Bandwidths

1000ms) but the bandwidth of the SA-to-client sub-path is
small. Finally, we look at the complementary case when delay
tolerance is low (less than500ms) but the bandwidths in both
sub-paths are plentiful.

For video source, we used 100-frame QCIF (176×144)
video sequences of 10 frames per second. Each compressed
video frame was broken into one or more packets of no more
than 1500 bytes. The streaming server simply transmitted each
packet according to its presentation time. We compared three
schemes. In theDefault scheme, only I and P-frames were
stored in the server and no SA was used. Similarly in the
Simplescheme, no SP-frames were used, but SA could request
the server to retransmit lost packets in the server-to-SA sub-
path, and could retransmit lost packets in the SA-to-client
sub-path. In theOptimized-SPscheme, primary frames were
inserted into the source at frequency∆, and SA could perform
retransmissions as in theSimplescheme as well as dynamically
decide whether to construct and transmit a secondary SP-frame
according to the online algorithm described in Section IV. The
client discarded packets that were late for display purpose, and
provided feedback regarding packet reception or loss.

For the first two parts of the experiment, the network
parameters for the simulations are given in Table I, where
p and q are parameters for the Gilbert loss model, andκ, α

and λ are the parameters for the shifted-Gamma distributed
delay model. They correspond to a packet loss rate of0.07
and 0.10, burst length of3 and 4, and average transmission
delay of40ms and80ms for the wired network and wireless
link, respectively.
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Fig. 7. PSNR ofOptimized-SP, SimpleandDefaultunder wireless bandwidth
constraint forsean at different client delay tolerance.
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Fig. 8. PSNR ofOptimized-SP, SimpleandDefaultunder wireless bandwidth
constraint forforeman at different client delay tolerance.

A. Offline Optimization

The offline analytical results are shown in Figure 6. The
client playback buffer was set to1000ms. Five plots of
expected decoded frames vs. SP-frame frequency∆ for the
sean sequence are shown for various combinations of wired
network and wireless link bandwidths inkbps. We see that
the objectiveVoff improved to an optimum as∆ increased,
then trailed off as∆ further increased.∆ that yielded the
optimalVoff was the frequency at which we inserted primary
SP-frames into the video at the server. It is shown that for
very large bandwidths, it is better to use the largest∆, as most
packets likely get to the client safely, and an error-resilient but
less compression-efficient video representation using a small
∆ is not necessary.

B. Online Optimization: Medium Delay, Small Bandwidths

We compared the performance ofOptimized-SP, Simple
andDefault at different wireless bandwidths by running3000
simulation runs each. The results for thesean andforeman



sequence in Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are shown in
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively. The bandwidth for the server-
SA sub-path was fixed at40kbps and 130kbps for the two
sequences respectively. The average rate for the sequences
were27.8kbps and82.1kbps. The client was configured with
a 700ms or 1000ms buffer delay which permited a limited
number of retransmissions. Within this window, the burst-
loss nature of the channel together with the variable-rate
nature of video source meant that there could be temporary
losses. We see that in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,Optimized-SPalways
outperformedSimpleandDefault: up to1.9dB and4.6dB for
sean and1.8dB and8.1dB for foreman when buffer delay
was 700ms. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme using SP-frames over traditional scheme using I and
P-frames only.

C. Online Optimization: Low Delay, Large Bandwidths

Next, we compared the transmission ofOptimized-SPand
Simple at small display deadlines (low delay) and when
bandwidths were plentiful. The propagation delay for each
of the sub-path was set to50ms, and bandwidths in both
links were set to much higher than media bit-rate. The server-
to-intermediary and the intermediary-to-client sub-paths had
average loss rates of0.05 and 0.10, respectively, and with
average burst length of 3. PSNR forforeman and sean
sequences are given in Fig. 9 and 10, respectively. We see
that the PSNR forOptimized-SPandSimplewere comparable
for larger display deadlines, butOptimized-SPsignificantly
outperformedSimpleat smaller display deadlines. Specifically,
at display deadline of200ms, which allowed only one single
retransmission in either but not both sub-paths, the PSNR gain
was2.7dB and2.3dB for foreman andsean, respectively.
The likely cause for the large PSNR gain at low delay was
the insufficient time for retransmission which led to error
propagation forSimple. On the other hand, as discussed in
Section III, Optimized-SPcould utilize late packets for the
purpose of constructing secondary SP frames, leading to fewer
occurrences of error propagation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a low-latency error control
scheme that is applicable to implementation in a network inter-
mediary. We showed associated formulation and optimization
procedures of the scheme, and evaluated its performance using
simulations. Our simulation results showed that significant
PSNR improvement can be achieved by the scheme under
tight delay constraints, or under medium delay constraints
with small bandwidths. The paper demonstrated one practical
way the new SP-frame feature of H.264 can be employed to
improve video streaming in low-delay settings. Our scheme
can be extended to the use of non-periodic SP-frames as well.
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